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ENG · 31 FAM is a phenomenon among young people, and the benchmark 
of urban music in the country. The six members of this family have created an 
own brand and a perfect sound mixing styles (Trap, Dancehall, Funk and R&B) 
and mixing languages   (Catalan, Spanish and English).

Since their first album “TR3TZE” they have not stopped growing. They collect 
thousands of followers on all networks, and their songs add millions of plays like 
‘Valentina’, which is already a gold single to exceed 10 million views. 

They were the first of the genre to sound on the most important radios, to 
the point that in 2020 they were the headliners of the Mercè, the Barcelona’s 
festivities. 

They have shared stage with artists as C.Tangana, Maikel Delacalle, Cecilio G, 
Damed Squad or Dollar Sellmouni, and also, they have filled such important halls 
as the Apolo or Razzmatazz in Barcelona. 

“Valhalla Vol.1” is their second record, which already had a spectacular tour with 
more than 40 confirmed dates, some of them at such important festivals as the 
Madrid Salvaje or the Share Festival. 

Unfortunately, the confinement paralyzed the 2020 tour, but far from being 
stopped, the group took the opportunity to start producing a new album “Jetlag”, 
their third studio album, hoping to return to the stage. 

31 FAM is the present and the future! 

Trap | Urban | Dancehall
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MONTHLY LISTENERS ·  + de 251.000
TOTAL STREAMS ·   + de 35.000.000
FOLLOWERS ·   +de 32.000
DAILY STREAMS ·   +de 50.000

SUBSCRIBERS ·    + de 41.000

FOLLOWERS ·    + de 28.500
MONTHLY INTERACTIONS ·  +de 4.000
IMPRESSIONS ·   +de 60.000

Presence in the most important media

Special MÚSICA 
URBANA in 

ENDERROCK
Mondo Sonoro

In the La Marató de TV3 album Cover in ENDERROCK

“Sold Out”
in the main dancehalls

VALENTINA
Golden Single

+10M Streams 
in all platforms
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